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One Compleat Analysis (with heterogeneity of variance) 
 
The Problem: 
A social psychologist conducts an experiment to determine the extent to which crowd size has an influence on 
the time it takes a participant to report that smoke is billowing under a door (diffusion of responsibility study). 
The IV is the number of confederates present in the room with the participant (0, 2, 4, 8, or 12). The DV is the 
time (in minutes) it takes the participant to say something about the smoke. The researcher uses a single factor 
independent groups design with 4 participants per condition (n = 4). Does the IV appear to affect the DV? 
 

Zero Two Four Eight Twelve 
1 4 6 15 20 
1 3 1 6 25 
3 1 2 9 10 
6 7 10 17 10 

 
1. Determine Sample Size 
Ideally, before even collecting a piece of data (a priori), I’d first determine a reasonable n to 
provide power of about .80. Assuming that I’d be dealing with a typical effect size (i.e., ω2 = 
.06 or f = .25), and 5 levels of the IV, I’d figure that n = 40 would just about work. Plugging 
everything into the formula (8.18), I’d get that φ2 = 2.55, φ = 1.60, which would yield a 
power just over .80. I’d get the same estimate using G•Power.  

 
 
Table 8.1 says that n = 39. OK, so then you’d expect that this study would be under-powered 
(given a medium effect size), with n = 4. 
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2. Test for Heterogeneity of Variance 
Once the data are collected, we should examine the possibility of heterogeneity of variance 
by conducting the Brown-Forsythe test. In this case, H0 :σ0

2 = σ2
2 = σ4

2 = σ8
2 = σ12

2  
 

 
 
Thus, because the Sig. level is < .05, there appears to be concern about heterogeneity of 
variance in the data. 
 
Though K&W make the point that the B-F test for heterogeneity is preferred, SPSS provides 
the Levene test. Nonetheless, the conclusion would be the same. That is, there appears to be 
heterogeneity of variance in these data. 

 
 
3. Conducting (a-1) or Fewer Planned Comparisons 
Let’s presume that I’d planned to compute several analyses. For instance, let’s assume the 
following planned contrasts: 
1, -1, 0, 0, 0 Simple pair-wise comparison to see if “0” group differs from “2” group. 
0, 0, 0, 1, -1 Simple comparison to see if “8” group differs from “12” group. 
3,-1,-1,-1, 0 Complex comparison to see if “0” group differs from “2+4+8” group. 
0, 0, -1, -1, 2 Complex comparison to see if “4+8” group differs from “12” group. 
 
 
(Note that the first two comparisons are orthogonal, but the third comparison isn’t orthogonal 
to the other two. The fourth comparison is orthogonal to the first comparison, but not to the 
other two comparisons.) 
 
CONTRAST APPROACH 
You can compute the contrasts by hand (calculator). Below you see my analyses of the four 
contrasts. 
 

Comparison MSComparison MSError FComparison 
1, -1, 0, 0, 0 2 (5.58 + 6.25) / 2 = 5.92 .34 
0, 0, 0, 1, -1 40.5 (26.25 + 56.25) / 2 = 41.25 .98 
3,-1,-1,-1, 0 48 (9*(5.58) + 6.25 + 16.92 + 26.25) / 12 = 8.30 5.78 
0, 0, -1, -1, 2 170.67 (4*(56.25) + 16.92 + 26.25) / 6 = 44.7 3.82 
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How do we test these FComp for significance? First, to try to avoid the computation of the 
Welch fractional df, let’s test against FCrit (1, n-1) = 10.1, which doesn’t help much because 
all of the Fs are smaller than 10.1. Next, we could test against the smallest FCrit that we could 
possibly achieve [FCrit (1,15) = 4.54]. Only the third comparison is greater than this value, so 
it might be significant. I would now need to use Formula 7.13 to determine the appropriate df 
for the denominator. (Though I’d only really need to do so for the third comparison, I’ll show 
the results for all comparisons.) 
 

Contrast dfError FComparison ~FCritical 
1, -1, 0, 0, 0 1.72!

1.46 = 5.99 
.34 5.99 

0, 0, 0, 1, -1 4.54!

80.28 = 5.298 
.98 6.61 

3,-1,-1,-1, 0 4.99!

73.66 = 8.42 
5.78 5.32 

0, 0, -1, -1, 
2 

8.19!

1075 = 4.18 
3.82 7.71 

 
Compare these fractional df differ to those produced by SPSS (see below). The end results 
turn out the same in this case, with only the third comparison significant. 
 
Here are the same planned comparisons using the contrasts/coefficients approach in SPSS: 

 
 

If we weren’t concerned about heterogeneity of variance (and were using the pooled error 
term), only the fourth contrast (0, 0, -1, -1, 2) would be significant. However, we should look 
at the contrasts that don’t assume equal variances. In that case, only the third comparison (3, 
-1, -1, -1, 0) would be significant (barely). That is, people respond significantly faster when 
no one else is present compared to when two, four, or eight people were present. Note how 
your conclusions would differ. 
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ANOVA APPROACH 
Suppose that for some perverse reason I wanted to compute the comparisons with an 
ANOVA approach (rather than using contrasts). To do so in SPSS requires that I compute 4 
separate ANOVAs. Here are the ANOVAs... 
 
For Comparison 1 (1, -1, 0, 0, 0) [Select Cases so that Group < 3] 

 
For Comparison 2 (0, 0, 0, 1, -1) [Select Cases so that Group > 3] 

 
For Comparison 3 (3, -1, -1, -1, 0) [Recode so that 2, 3, & 4 = 2, Select Cases to exclude 5] 

 
For Comparison 4 (0, 0, -1, -1, 2) [Recode so that 3 & 4 = 2 and 5 = 1, Select Cases to exclude 1 & 2] 

 
 
Note that these four ANOVAs use the error terms involved in the particular analyses, rather 
than the MSS/A from the overall ANOVA. For the first two comparisons, the error terms are 
exactly what I want, so the FComp s that are computed are just what I want (though the p-
values are not, given the necessity for the Welch test). For the third comparison, I’d really 
want to divide MSComp by the MSError using the groups involved in the proper proportion (as 
I’d done earlier). Thus, for the third comparison, I’d divide 48 by 8.3 to yield the FComp = 
5.78. The same idea would dictate that for the fourth comparison, I’d divide the MSComp by 
the MSError using the groups involved in the comparison (in their proper proportions). Thus, 
for the fourth comparison, I’d divide 170.67 by 44.7 to yield FComp = 3.82. 
 I would then assess the significance of the comparisons using the same strategy I’d 
illustrated earlier with the contrast approach. Thus, only the third comparison would be 
significant. 
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4. Conducting More than (a-1) Planned Comparisons 
 
I think that most people would argue that you should pay some penalty for the increased FW 
error that would accrue as you conducted more than (a-1) planned comparisons. However, 
for analyses where heterogeneity of variance is a concern, you are already protecting against 
inflated chances of Type I errors, so I think that you could reasonably use the Welch 
procedure even for more than a-1 planned comparisons. 
 
5. Compute the Overall (Omnibus) ANOVA 
First, I’ll use Compare Means->One-Way ANOVA 

 

 

 
 
I would reject H0, and conclude that the number of confederates affected the time to respond. 
Note that I’d reach this conclusion even if I adopted a more stringent α-level (e.g., .01). 
Note, also, that using the B-F correction, the significance level would still be below .05. To 
determine which particular means differed, I’d want to compute a post hoc test, but I’d 
probably use a post hoc test (e.g., Games-Howell for simple pair-wise comparisons) that 
didn’t presume equal variances. 
 
6. Compute Effect Size and Power 
I would estimate effect size as: 
 

€ 

ˆ ω 2 =
a −1( ) F −1( )

a −1( ) F −1( ) + an
=

4 × 5.211
4 × 5.211( ) + 20

= .51 

 
Clearly, this is a large effect size. I would then compute φ to estimate power: 
 

€ 

φ =
nω 2

1−ω 2 =
4 × .51
.49

= 2.04  
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Using the power charts, I’d get an estimate of power (1 – β) = .89. Using G•Power, however, 
I’d get an estimate of power of .94, which is close. 

 
 
 
Let’s compute the same analysis using General Linear Model->Univariate, so that we can see 
effect size and power. (The rest of the output would be roughly the same, although the 
descriptive statistics output is more limited.) 
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7. Compute Post Hoc Comparisons Using Games-Howell 
 
SIMPLE PAIRWISE COMPARISONS 
SPSS uses the critical mean difference approach. Most procedures (e.g., Tukey’s HSD) are 
computed using the pooled variance estimate, which means that you wouldn’t want to use 
these approaches in the presence of heterogeneity of variance. Instead, you might use the 
Games-Howell procedure (which K&W don’t discuss). Once again, it’s as simple as clicking 
on the Games-Howell box under the Post Hoc Tests: 
 

 
Unfortunately, using this approach, none of the simple pair-wise comparisons are significant. 
 
You might also consider using the contrasts approach with the Welch correction, as 
illustrated earlier. It may well be the case that using that approach none of the simple pair-
wise comparisons are significant either. 
 
COMPLEX COMPARISONS 
You could compute complex post hoc comparisons using the contrast approach or the 
ANOVA approach (as above for the planned comparisons). Once again, however, I’d use 
only those sample variances involved in the comparison when determining MSError. 
Furthermore, you’d want to be conservative and compare your FComp to a higher FCrit (e.g., 
using the Tukey FCrit or the Welch correction on the df).  
 
INTERPRETING THE RESULTS 
Don’t lose sight of the fact that all the analyses are conducted to determine the outcome of 
the study. Note that in spite of the heterogeneity of variance, we would be comfortable 
concluding that there is a significant effect of treatment from the overall ANOVA. Post hoc 
tests, at least using the Games-Howell procedure, suggest that no simple pair-wise 
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comparisons are significant. That strikes me as a problem, so I’d probably take a different 
approach. One approach would be to collect more data, hoping that a larger n would 
eliminate the heterogeneity problem or allow some of the simple pair-wise comparisons to 
become significant. Another approach, which I’ll detail now, is to transform the data to 
minimize the differences among the group variances. 
 
TRANSFORMING THE DATA AND RE-ANALYZING THE DATA 
K&W suggest that some data transformations will minimize the heterogeneity of variance 
problem. For this data set, I’d first try a simple log10 transformation, which is easily 
accomplished using the Compute statement (LG10 is one of the Arithmetic transformations 
available). I won’t bother computing the ztrans scores and the B-F analysis to see if this 
transformation was effective, instead I’ll just let SPSS compute the Levene test: 

 
Note that it appears that the log transformation was effective in minimizing the heterogeneity 
of variance. The overall ANOVA would still be significant (even with the B-F adjustment, 
though the adjustment is quite small—consistent with little heterogeneity of variance 
remaining after the logarithmic transformation): 
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Eventually I’ll need the descriptive statistics (means) as well, so I’ll print them here: 

 
To get a sense of the effect size and power of these log-transformed data, I could use 
G•Power: 

 
 
Because I’m not completely comfortable with f as a measure of effect size, I’d probably 
compute an estimate of ω2: 

€ 

ˆ ω 2 =
a −1( ) F −1( )

a −1( ) F −1( ) + an
=

4 × 4.029
4 × 4.029( ) + 20

= .44  

 
Clearly, with the log-transformed data we would have a large effect size. 
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Now, I’d probably try to see which groups might differ using simple pair-wise comparisons 
on the log-transformed data (Tukey’s HSD): 
 

 
 
Only one comparison is significant (people take longer to respond when twelve people are 
present compared to when no other people are present), so I might instead use the Fisher-
Hayter procedure, given that it’s a bit more powerful (and a couple of comparisons were 
approaching significance). In fact, I might use αFW = .10, so that the critical mean difference 
would be: 

€ 

DFH = qa−1
MSS /A
n

= 3.54 .113
4

= .595 

 
Thus, any two (log) means that differ by .595 or more would be considered significant. The 
actual differences are shown above (I-J), so I can tell that both Groups 4 & 5 > Group 1, 
Group 5 > Group 2, and Group 5 > Group 3. 
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OK, I’m now ready to report the results. (Actually, of course, I’d be unlikely to report the 
results of an experiment with so few participants per cell!) I probably wouldn’t include 
anything within brackets {}. 
 
Results 
 
 Because of significant heterogeneity of variance in the response times, as indicated by 
the Brown-Forsythe test, the scores were logarithmically transformed (Smith & Jones, 2001; 
Taylor & Farquahr, 1997). {Completely made-up place-holder author names to indicate that 
I’d find an article or two that used a similar log-transform procedure, or I could simply cite 
Keppel & Wickens.} The overall ANOVA on the log-transformed data indicated a significant 
effect of number of bystanders on response time, F(4,15) = 5.029, MSE = .113, p < .05, η2 = 
.573. {These data illustrate a large effect size, with estimated ω2 = .44…or η2 = .573. Thus, 
even though the study used a very small sample size (n = 4), it was quite powerful (1 - β = 
.94).} 
 
 {To avoid reporting the data as logarithms, I used the 10x transformation, which 
changed the means into geometric means, and back into the original measure of time, instead 
of log time. Thus, the five geometric means are 2.06, 3.03, 3.31, 10.83, and 14.95, 
respectively.} 
 
 Subsequent analyses using the Fisher-Hayter procedure to compare geometric means 
showed that people responded significantly faster when no one else was present (M = 2.06) 
than when eight (M = 10.83) or twelve people were present (M = 14.95). People also 
responded significantly faster when two people were present (M = 3.03) or four people were 
present (M = 3.31) than when twelve people were present.  
 Generally speaking, these results support the original results of Darley and Latané, 
with diffusion of responsibility leading to slower times to help someone when more people 
are present. 
 
[Note, also, that although I may well have some planned comparisons in mind, I didn’t report 
any planned comparisons, but only the post hoc comparisons.] 


